**Corporate Health, Safety and Environment Department Organogram**

**ED (HSE)**
- Smt. Smriti Rekha Saikia, PS to ED
- Sh. A C Bhushan, Manager (HSE) ED/CGM (Cell)

**CGM (HSE)**
- Sh. R P Singh, DGM (HSE)
- Sh. D V Pant, DGM (HSE)
- Sh. B Chatterjee, DGM (HSE)
- Sh. Arun Shukla, DGM (HSE)
- S Singhal, CM (HSE)

**Sh. N Patel, Manager (HSE)**

**Sh. Sunil Kumar, Manager (HSE)**

**Pipeline (NG/LPG) Safety**
- Monitoring compliances of OISD/T4S/External Safety Audits for NG/LPG Pipelines, OISD Safety Audits/PCSAs
- Observance of Monthly Safety Day, Computation of Monthly HSE Score, ERDMP related issues, ERC & Other assignments given from time to time

**Fire & Safety and Incident Mgt.**
- Monitoring compliances of Fire & Safety Policy, Incident Reporting System, Monitoring Incident Management and its Compliances, Monitoring F&S of Hired Buildings, Departmental Budget, HSE Trainings/Conferences/Seminars & Other assignments given from time to time

**Process Plants Safety**
- Monitoring compliances of OISD/External Safety Audits for Process Plants, OISD Safety Audits/PCSAs, HSEMS Check, CCPS, Monitoring Environment Management, GMI/GHG related, CCPS Membership & Other assignments given from time to time

**Occupational Health & DMP**
- Monitoring Occupational Health, Occupational Health Audits, Revision of Disaster Management Plan, Disaster Management Sub Group Meetings, ISO & Risk Management related & Other assignments given from time to time

**Behaviour Based Safety & MIS**
- Driving BBS in GAIL, BBS Regional Workshops, HSE Meet, CMD Trophy related, Printing of HSE Bulletin, Fire Safety Auditing of GAIL's High-rise Buildings & Other assignments given from time to time
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Signature: S P Garg
ED (HSE & TQM)